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Abstract 

This paper aims to clarify the sphere forming mechanisms in vibration-assisted ball centreless 

grinding, a new technique for effectively processing balls using ultrasonic vibrations. Based 

on a comprehensive analysis of the ball rotation motion, geometrical arrangement and 

stiffness of the whole grinding system, a reliable mechanics model was successfully 

developed for predicting the sphere forming process. Relevant experiments conducted showed 

that the model had captured the mechanics and the major sphere forming mechanisms in ball 

centreless grinding. It was found that the ball whole surface can be well ground with a high 

accuracy, while efficiency is much enhanced compared with that in the traditional methods. 

The ball rotational speed which is controlled by the ultrasonic regulator has a great impact on 

final sphericity, and the speed controlled by the ultrasonic shoe dominates the whole 

processing time. To achieve a stable and high precision grinding, the ball needs to rotate 

rhythmically, and the wheel feed per step and the ball location angle should be controlled in a 

critical range. 
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1. Introduction 

Spherical components are widely used in many engineering applications, such as balls in 

bearings [1-3], spherical silicon in photovoltaic energy conversions [4, 5], contact probes in 

inspection devices and other precision products [6, 7]. To meet the growing demands of high 

level functional performance, not only the dimensional and geometric control of the balls is 

strict, but the requirement towards the ball materials is stringent, such as silicon nitride 

(Si3N4), silicon carbide (SiC), aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and zirconia (ZrO2), which are 

advanced and normally combine with high elastic modulus, hardness and corrosion resistance, 

low density, friction and thermal expansion coefficient [8]. However, just the abovementioned 

superior properties bring challenges to the fabrication of advanced balls. As for the processing 

method, there are mainly two types available: V-groove lapping (VL) and magnetic fluid 

polishing (MFP). Apparently, the VL methods can be a bit diverse, such as concentric VL, 

eccentric VL and variable-radius VL, but the balls are normally constrained by the V-shaped 

groove and revolve around the pad to remove materials [9, 10]. However, the machining cycle 

usually requires a long considerable time (6-16 weeks) because of the low material removal 

rate [3, 9-11]. To improve the machining efficiency, MFP was then proposed, which is based 

on the magneto-hydrodynamic behaviour of a magnetic fluid, and can lower the grinding 

force and improve the final ball accuracy; nonetheless it is environment-unfriendly and the 

cycle time also lasts for 20-30 hours [1, 12, 13].  

 

In an attempt to reduce the processing time, the authors have developed a novel grinding 

technique with the aid of ultrasonic vibration, named vibration-assisted ball centreless 

grinding [14, 15]. This technique is based on the concept of the ultrasonic vibration-assisted 



centreless grinding of cylindrical components [16-19]. Two kinds of ultrasonic vibrations are 

applied to the ball, and by adjusting the directions of the vibrations, the ball can be controlled 

to rotate in two directions to achieve a full spherical surface grinding [14, 15]. It has been 

shown that this technique can significantly shorten the processing cycle in grinding of 

advanced balls. However, the sphere forming mechanisms are still unclear, which has 

significantly hindered the optimisation and practical application of the new ball grinding 

technique. The objective of this work is to remove the above barrier through a detailed 

mechanics analysis to understand the science behind ball centreless grinding, thereby 

establishing the essential fundamentals. 

 

2. Principle and modelling of ball centreless grinding 

2.1 Principle 

Fig. 1 illustrates the processing principle of the vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding, in 

which the ball is placed underneath the grinding wheel and above a ultrasonic shoe with a 

location angle of , and constrained by a blade, an ultrasonic regulator and a stop. The 

grinding wheel rotates at a speed of ng and feeds in at a speed of Vfr. The material removal 

starts as the wheel interferes with the ball. Once the required stock removal has been 

attained, the wheel feeding will stop followed by a dwell to allow “spark-out”. During 

grinding, the ball’s rotation around z-axis is controlled by the elliptic vibration from ultrasonic 

shoe, which is a typical centreless grinding operation for high precision roundness forming 

[16-19]. With an additional well-controlled rotational motion around x-axis by ultrasonic 

regulator, the whole surface of the ball can be well ground to generate a spherical shape. To 

do this, a stop is arranged to work under a pressure of F to provide sufficient control force 

through friction between the ball and regulator. Suppose the ultrasonic shoe and regulator 

vibrate at frequencies of fs and fr, and amplitudes of As and Ar, their corresponding vibration 



velocities, vs and vr, can be described as 
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For a precision control, the tangential velocities of the ball rotation around z and x-axis are the 

same as the maximum vibration speeds of the ultrasonic shoe and regulator, respectively [14, 

15]. Therefore, the ball rotational speed around z-axis and x-axis becomes 
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where dw is the ball diameter. 
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Fig. 1 An illustration of vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding. 

 

2.2 Modelling 

Fig. 2 shows the geometrical arrangement of the ultrasonic shoe, blade, regulator, stop, ball 

and grinding wheel in ball centreless grinding after machining for time t, by which the ball 

location angle and radius at the grinding point A become (t) and (t), respectively, from their 



initial values of 0 and 0. The blade has a tilt angle of . In order to establish the mechanics 

model for ball centreless grinding, several assumptions are made: (1) the ball is in constant 

contact with the blade, shoe, stop and regulator at points B, C and D, during grinding; (2) the 

vibration of the entire machine is too small to be regarded, and no chatter occurs on the 

machine due to the ultrasonic vibration of the shoe and regulator; (3) the ball rotational speed 

around x-axis and z-axis are always stable; (4) the wear of the grinding wheel is too small to 

be recognized, and the grinding wheel radius Rg is kept constant during grinding. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2, let a xyz-coordinate system be located on the grinding apparatus: the 

z-axis is assigned along the axial direction of wheel, the y-axis in vertical direction, and the 

x-axis in parallel with the end-face of grinding wheel. Before grinding, the initial 

xyz-coordinates of the grinding wheel centre Og0 and the ball centre Ow0 are (XOg0, YOg0, ZOg0) 

and (XOw0, YOw0, ZOw0), respectively. The contact point B0 (XB0, YB0, ZB0), C0 (XC0, YC0, ZC0) 

and D0 (XD0, YD0, ZD0) then can be obtained from the initial geometrical arrangement, as 

follows: 
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The planar equations representing the contact faces of the ball with blade, ultrasonic shoe and 

regulator can be written as: 

The equation for ball-blade contact face is 

)(tan 00 BB XXYY                               (4a) 

for ball-shoe contact face is 

00  CYY                                    (4b) 

and for ball-regulator contact face is 



00  CZZ                                    (4c) 

Substituting coordinates of the points B and C into Eqs. 4a and b, respectively, gives 

0 RQYPX                                   (5) 

000  OwYY                                   (6) 

where 
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Fig. 2 Geometrical arrangement in ball centreless grinding. 

 

During grinding, the coordinates of the ball centre Owt and the grinding wheel centre Ogt will 

vary as material is removed. Let the instantaneous ball radius in the direction be parallel to the 

x-axis after grinding for time t be (t) (see Fig. 2). At this moment, the ball radius at points A, 

B and C become A(t), B(t) and C(t), respectively. Because of the material removal, B(t) 

and C(t) vary with the grinding processing. However, they are equal to the distances from the 

ball centre Owt to the blade end-face |OB| and to the shoe end-face |OC|, respectively. Thus, 



B(t) and C(t) can be described as follows: 
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Solving Eqs. (7) and (8) simultaneously can yield x and y coordinates of the ball centre Owt at 

time t. 
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At this moment, the coordinates of the grinding wheel centre Ogt become 
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where  is the wheel feeding distance in a single step, i (=1, 2, 3…) is the step number and T 

is the time required for the whole revolution of the ball. Therefore, the following relationships 

can be established. 
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Subsequently, the grinding point A at time t can be obtained by re-arranging Eqs. (11) and 

(12). 
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Eventually, the ball radius A(t) at point A after grinding for time t can be calculated using the 

coordinates of the ball center Owt. 

22 )]()([)]()([)( tYtYtXtXt OwAOwAA                     (14) 

 

Consequently, the apparent wheel depth of cut would be ′=(t-TA-T)-(t-TA), where TA is the 

time required for one revolution of the ball around z-axis. If the grinding system has an ideal 

stiffness, the true wheel depth of cut would be equal to the apparent one. However, the 

grinding system withstands the elastic deformation caused by the grinding force during actual 

grinding. To indicate the elastic deformation of centreless grinding system, Rowe et al. 

introduced a dimensionless parameter called machining elasticity parameter k, which is 

defined as a quotient between the true depth of cut and the apparent depth of cut with Eq. (15) 

[16, 20]. 
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Therefore, the true wheel depth of cut  becomes =k′, and the ball radius at point A can be 

described as 
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Considering the wheel depth of cut calculated by these equations is occasionally less than 

zero, which would not happen. Eq. (16) then needs to be modified as 
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2.3 Determination of the machining elasticity parameter 

As discussed above, the machining elasticity parameter k depends on the stiffness of the 

grinding system. If the simulation result is to be trusted, the value of k should be determined 

for the given grinding system. Since the cutting performs only in xy-plane, for simplify, the 

spark-out stage without rotational motion around x-axis (nwx=0) was investigated to deduce 

the parameter k. Suppose the apparent wheel depth of cut is removed just after a few 

revolutions of ball, the decrease rate of the wheel depth of cut depends on the value of 

parameter k. If the apparent wheel depth of cut has a value of a0 at the beginning of spark-out, 

the true depth of cut in the first half-revolution, a1, and that in the second half-revolution, a2, 

can be deduced by the following equations.  

01 kaa                                       (18)                                                                             
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Hence, the true depth of cut in the ith half-revolution, ai, can be obtained as: 
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Since the true depth of cut is proportional to the normal grinding force Fn, the following 

relationship is then obtained: 
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where Fni and Fnm are the normal grinding forces in ith and mth half-revolution of the 

workpiece for spark-out. Solving Eq. (21) yields 

ek 1                                   (22) 



where e is the base of natural logarithms and =(lnFnilnFnm)/(im). Consequently, the value 

of k can be determined as long as forces Fni and Fnm are known by measurements. As 

illustrated in Fig. 3a, let Fx and Fy be the cutting forces in x- and y- directions, respectively. 

Based on the geometrical arrangement, the following relationship can be obtained: 
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where Ft is the tangential grinding force. Solving Eq. (23) yields 

 sincos xyn FFF                               (24) 

Therefore, the normal grinding force Fn can be obtained as long as the value of Fx and Fy are 

known, and then the value of parameter k can be determined using Eq. (20). 
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Fig. 3 Measurement of the grinding forces: (a) illustration and (b) force result. 

 

To get the machining elasticity parameter, a grinding test was then carried out on the 

proposed grinding system, in which the ultrasonic regulator was stopped for the performing of 

the grinding discussed above. The grinding forces Fx and Fy in the horizontal and vertical 

directions were recorded by a dynamometer (model type 9256A1, Kistler Ltd.), as shown in 

Fig. 3a. The set depth of cut was =18m with a spark-out time of Ts=3s. The ball located 



angle was =3° and the wheel feed rate was vfr=0.6m/s. The obtained grinding forces are 

shown in Fig. 3b. Obviously, the forces decrease rapidly as the feed-in is stopped to allow the 

spark-out to take place. The values of Fni and Fnm then can be calculated using Eqs. (23) and 

(24) by the data Fxi, Fxm, Fyi, Fym, and consequently the parameter k=0.14 was obtained with 

Eq. (22).  

 

 

3. Grinding conditions for model prediction and experiment 

The experimental setup and power supply system for ball centreless grinding is shown in Fig. 

4. The ultrasonic shoe and regulator are constructed by bonding a piezoelectric ceramic 

device (PZT) with two and four separated electrodes onto a metal elastic body, respectively. 

When the two alternative current (AC) signals with a phase difference generated by wave 

function generator are applied to the PZT after being amplified by means of power amplifiers, 

bending and longitudinal ultrasonic vibration are excited simultaneously. The synthesis of the 

vibration displacements in the two directions creates an elliptic motion on the end-faces of the 

metal elastic body [16, 17, 19]. The rotations of the ball around z-axis and x-axis are 

controlled through the frictional force between the ball and metal elastic body, respectively. In 

addition, the blade is wedge-shaped with a tilt angle of 60 in terms of the optimum 

workpiece rounding condition demonstrated by Harrison and Pearce [21].  
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Fig. 4 (a) Experimental setup and (b) power supply system for ball centreless grinding. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Initial workpiece profile, (b) grinding wheel feeding method, and (c) 

program flowchart for simulation. 

 

A silicon nitride (Si3N4) ball with a diameter of 4.76mm, shown in Fig. 5a, was used for 

simulation and experiments. A flat indentation with depth of 15μm in the radial direction was 

generated on its circumference to indicate the initial ball surface. The reason for using such an 

initial shape is that a flat indentation can be prepared easily and any lack of centreless 

grinding process to eliminate a certain order of waviness would be readily indicated, since the 

shape already contains an appreciable contribution to all the important orders [22]. A #1500 

grit synthetic diamond wheel (SDC1500N75B, D180 T15 H31.75) was adopted as the 

grinding tool. After grinding, the roundness was measured with a roundness measurement 

instrument (Rondcom55A by Tokyo Seimitsu Co., Ltd.) at six different cross-sections which 

interlaced with each other, and the average value of the measurements was used to indicate 

the ball sphericity. 

 



In simulation, to describe the ball profile, a reference section was selected as highlighted in 

Fig. 5a. The ball was divided at an interval of one degree around x-axis, and also one degree 

for each section around its centre. Therefore, the ball could be divided into 180 sections 

around x-axis, and 360 segments for each section. Suppose the workpiece initial profile can be 

described with radius of (j, i), then i=1-360 and j=1-180. In any given time t during grinding, 

as long as B(t) and C(t) are known, the instantaneous radius of A(t) can be calculated using 

the Eqs. (1) - (17). Following the flowchart in Fig. 5c, the grinding process was divided into 

two stages (see Fig. 5b). In the first stage, the wheel fed into the ball with a step by step feed , 

following by a dwell for time T, during which the ball rotated around z- and x-axis separately 

for a whole spherical surface grinding; when the wheel reached its final position after rotating 

N1(=Tnwz/) revolutions, the second stage started, in which the wheel stopped feeding for 

spark-out process for time Ts (workpiece rotated for N2=nwzTs revolutions). To achieve the same 

grinding operation, a relay, which was controlled by a wave generator, was connected in series 

with amplifiers in the experimental setup. As shown in Fig. 4b, when the switch was “on”, the 

ball started rotating around x-axis, and stopped when the switch turned to “off”, during which 

a typical centreless grinding was performed around z-axis [23-26]. Thus, the grinding wheel 

will stop for a duration of Toff/(nwxTon)+1/nwx after each step feeding for performing a cycle of 

ball whole surface grinding. Additionally, Table 1 outlines the parameters for model prediction 

and experiments. 

 

Table 1 Simulation and experimental conditions. 

Grinding wheel radius Rg [mm] 90 

Initial workpiece radius 0 [mm] 2.38 

Blade angle  [°] 60 

Location angle  [°] 0-9 

Wheel feed rate vfr [m/s] 0.6 



Wheel rotational speed ng [rpm] 2200 

Wheel feeding per step  [m] 1-14 

Wheel feeding depth  [m] 28 

Ball rotational speed nwz [rpm] 120 

Ball rotational speed nwx [rpm] 3 

Relay switching “on” time Ton [s] 0.01-0.38 

Relay switching “off” time Toff [s] 0.5-2.5 

Machining elasticity parameter k  0.14 

Spark-out time Ts [s] 180 

 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Sphere forming 

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the ball surface and sphericity Es during grinding in simulation 

under the conditions of =28m, =2m, =3°, Ts=180s, Ton=0.11s and Toff=0.5s. As the size 

of the initial flat indentation decreases gradually, some new comparatively small convex and 

concave areas formed at the beginning, but the following grinding process decreases the 

height of these areas, which eventually improves the ball sphericity. It can be seen that the 

sphericity error Es tends to monotonously decrease during grinding, and finally it reaches 

0.92m from its initial value of 15.0m after a spark-out of 180s. 
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Fig. 6 Variation of (a) ball profile and (b) sphericity during grinding. 

 

Fig. 7a shows two typical cross-sections of the ball: one crosses the flat place, and the other is 

vertical to the first section. The variation of the cross-section profiles and roundness can be 

found in Figs. 7b. It is obvious that the roundness variation tendency of the cross-section in 

the flat area is similar to that of ball sphericity (see Fig. 6b). However, to fit the new sphere 

surface, the roundness error of cross-section 2 increases first and then decreases with that of 



the section passing through the flat area during grinding.  

 

Figs. 8a and b show the images and cross-section profiles of workpiece before and after 

grinding under the same conditions with experiment. It can be seen that the flat indentation on 

the initial workpiece was eliminated and the workpiece cross-section roundness was greatly 

improved from its initial value of 13.25m to 0.78m (the sphericity was about 0.84m), 

consequently validating the proposed ball centreless grinding technique and simulation 

model. 
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Fig. 7 (a) Location of the selected cross-sections, and variation of the profiles for (b) 

cross-section 1 and (c) cross-section 2, and (d) their roundness during grinding. 
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Fig. 8 Snapshots of ball workpiece and surface profiles before (a) before grinding and (b) 

after grinding. 



4.2 Rotation control 

Obviously, increasing the ball rotational speed could reduce the whole processing period. 

However, to achieve a high accuracy, a well-controlled ball rotation motion is essential. To do 

this, except the ultrasonic shoe and regulator, a relay was plugged in to the power supply 

system as well (see Fig. 4b). It is obvious that the switch “off” time Toff greatly affects the 

roundness of the cross-sections passing through x-axis [18], while the switch “on” time Ton 

determines the whole ground area on spherical surface. To well-grind the whole ball surface, 

Toff should be an integral number of the ball rotation period (1/nwz) around z-aixs, while Ton 

should be small enough.  

 

To investigate the effect of Ton on the final ball quality, simulation prediction and grinding 

operation were both carried out under the same condition of Toff=1/nwz=0.5s. As shown in Fig. 

9a, the time Ton affects the ball sphericity Es significantly. Es decreases with the increase of 

time Ton at the beginning till its valley value at 0.11s with a sphericity of 0.82m, and then 

switches to increase afterwards. The reason can be clearly seen from the simulation results 

(red dots): a short time Ton results in a minor rotation angle around x-axis, whereas a long time 

Ton could easily cause a discontinuous grinding. However, in an actual grinding operation, the 

ball needs a short time to start motion for each step. Therefore, for a well ground ball, the 

relay switching “on” time needs to be controlled in a suitable range, and it is between 0.1s and 

0.2s for the proposed system. The effect of Toff is shown in Fig. 9b, in which Toff changes from 

1/nwz(=0.5s) to 5/nwz(=2.5s), while Ton is constant at 0.11s. Obviously, the time Toff does not 

affect the sphericity as much as Ton does. This is because except the first revolution the rest 

are equivalent to the grinding in spark-out stage, in which the roundness/sphericity decreases 

a little bit, similar to those shown in Figs. 6b and 7d.   
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                  (a)                                     (b) 

Fig. 9 Effects of relay switch (a) “on” and (b) “off” time on ball sphericity. 

 

4.3 Sphericity 

Under the condition of Ton=0.11s and Toff=0.5s, both the simulation prediction and 

experiments were performed to investigate the effect of the core factors (i.e., wheel feed per 

step and ball location angle) on the final sphericity. The influence of the wheel feed per step, , 

is shown in Fig. 10a. As can be seen, the sphericity decreases with the decrease of  and 

comes to 0.75m when =1m, however, it costs double processing time compared with that 

with =2m. It is also possible to shorten the grinding time by increasing the feed per step for 

the same sphericity. But to do this, the ball rotational speed must be large enough to achieve 

an adequate number of revolutions, due to the cross-section roundness correction is directly 

related to the number [23, 26]. As discussed in Eq. (2) and [14], the high ball rotational speed 

can be obtained by increasing the voltage or frequency that was applied on the vibrators. 

Moreover, due to the instability of the ball rotation motion caused by the large , (e.g., 

=14m) the gap between the simulation prediction and experimental results is enlarged. Fig. 

10b shows the variation of the ball sphericity under different location angle, . It is obvious 

that to achieve a high accuracy, the ball should be located in a certain working zone, and its 



location angle for the proposed system is 2-6. In addition, since the grinding, the ball located 

right below the wheel, is no longer following the criteria of 3-point contact for centreless 

grinding [23-25], thus the sphericity for =0 was quit poor and unstable. 
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Fig. 10 Effects of (a) wheel feed per step and (b) ball location angle on sphericity. 

 

5. Conclusions 

To clarify the sphere forming process in the vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding, this 

paper successfully established a mechanical model. The capability of the model has been 

verified by experiments. The results from the simulation and experiments bring about the 

following major conclusions: 

(1) The whole surface of the ball can be well ground under the control of two ultrasonic 

vibrations via the frictions between the ball and vibrators. The proposed grinding setup 

has been proved to possess the capability of achieving a high accuracy at a large 

material removal rate, and it enables the whole process shortened to be less than half 

an hour. Yet, the machining efficiency could be further improved by increasing the 

vibration amplitude or frequency.  

(2) The ball rotational speed, which is controlled by the ultrasonic regulator, has a great 



impact on ball sphericity, while the speed controlled by the ultrasonic shoe dominates 

the whole processing time. To achieve a high accuracy, the wheel feed per step should 

be small enough (i.e., less than 6m) and the ball needs to be placed in an effective 

location angle (i.e., 2-6). 

(3) To rhythmically control the ball rotation motion vertical to the grinding wheel, a relay 

is connected in series with ultrasonic regulator in power supply system. For a stable 

and high precision grinding, its switch-closing/opening time needs to be controlled in a 

critical range. 
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Nomenclature 

PZT piezoelectric ceramic TA time for ball rotates one 

revolution around z-axis, s 

AC alternative current Toff relay switch off time during wheel 

feed-in, s 

VL V-groove lapping Ton,  relay switch on time during wheel 

feed-in, s 

MFP magnetic fluid polishing Ts spark-out time, s 

a0 apparent wheel depth of cut 

at the beginning of spark-out 

vs, vr vibration velocities on top of shoe 

and regulator, m/s 



ai, am true depth of cut in the 

ith/mth half-revolution in 

spark-out 

Vfr grinding wheel feed rate, m/s 

As, Ar applied vibration amplitudes 

on shoe and regulator, m 

0 ball initial location angle,  

dw ball diameter, mm (t) ball location angle at time t,  

Er roundness of the measured 

cross-section, m 

 wheel feeding step, m 

Es ball sphericity error, m  wheel feeding depth, m 

fs, fr applied vibration frequencies 

on shoe and regulator, kHz 

0 ball initial radius, mm 

Fn, Ft normal and tangential 

grinding force 

(t) ball radius at time t, mm 

Fx, Fy grinding force in x- and y- 

directions 

A(t), B(t), 

C(t) 

ball radius at contact points A, B 

and C after grinding for time t 

F pressure force on stoper, N  blade angle 

k machining elasticity 

parameter of the grinding 

system 

Og (XOg, 

YOg, ZOg) 

coordinates of grinding wheel 

centre 

ng grinding wheel rotational 

speed, rpm 

Ow (XOw, 

YOw, ZOw) 

coordinates of ball centre 

nwz, nwx ball rotational speed around 

z-axis and x-axis, rpm 

A (XA, YA, 

ZA) 

coordinates of grinding point A 

N1, N2 ball revolution number 

before and after spark-out 

process 

B (XB, YB, 

ZB) 

coordinates of contact point B 

Rg grinding wheel radius, mm C (XC, YC, 

ZC) 

coordinates of contact point C 

T grinding period time, s D (XD, YD, 

ZD) 

coordinates of contact point D 
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 First studied sphere forming mechanism in vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding 

 Developed a 3D model for simulating vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding 

 Confirmed vibration-assisted ball centreless grinding has high accuracy & efficiency  

 Identified the rhythmical romation motion is critical for ball centreless grinding 

 

 




